
Arizer air II

WHAT'S IN THE BOX

1 x Arizer Air II Vaporizer
1 x Battery
1 x Charger / USB /Power Adapter
1 x Glass Aroma Tube 70mm
1 x Glass Aroma Tube 70mm with Tip
2 x Silicone Stem Caps
4 x Stainless Steel Filter Screens
1 x Glass Botanical Dish 1 x Belt-Clip Carry Case
1 x Stainless Steel Stirring Tool
1 x Package of Botanicals
1 x Owner's Manual

HOW TO USE THE ARIZER AIR 2 PORTABLE VAPORIZER

Once your Arizer Air 2 arrives, make sure to fully charge the battery to ensure your first vape session is a good 
one. After your unit is charged you‘ll want to sterilize it by holding down the M button and minus arrow 
button at the same time to turn the unit on.

 The bright display will show you a countdown that starts a countdown at 5. When the counter reaches zero, 
the device will beep and will greet you with a “Hi” message and friendly smiley face.

Now that your Air 2 is unlocked use the up arrow to bring the unit to its highest temperature, of 428°. The 
Arizer Air II will automatically begin to heat, so let it sit and run through a full cycle; after 10 minutes the unit 
will go into sleep mode. Repeat this process two more times to complete sterilization. Once this process is 
finished you’re ready to load your dry herb.

After you’ve ground your herb to a thin consistency, pack it into the dish of your glass aroma tube. Next, slide 
your glass tube into the heating chamber and boom, you’re ready to vaporize.

Once your herb is loaded you can take advantage of the Arizer Air 2’s precise temperature control by using the 
up and down buttons on the front of the unit. The Arizer Air 2 vaporizer will automatically begin heating to 
the last preset temperature when turned on.

The Arizer Air 2 will heat to your chosen temperature in about 90 seconds. The Air 2’s wide open airflow 
should be enough for just about anyone but, if you still want more, packing a little less herb and lifting the 
stem a touch off the bottom of the oven after you insert it can help open the airflow up a little bit more.
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ARIZER AIR 2 CLEANING TIPS

Cleaning your Arizer Air II vaporizer is essential, so let's do a quick run-down to keep your Air 2 vape with 
that fresh out of the box feel for years to come.

Before you start cleaning, there's a few cleaning supplies you'll need:

Purifying solution
Cotton tip swab
Wipes
Once you have everything setup, it's time to clean your Air 2 vape. Arizer made this vape easy to clean so the 
only pieces you'll need to clean are the glass aroma tube and heating chamber.

Dip the swab into your cleaning solution
Remove any caked on residue in the chamber and aroma tube
Set your Air 2 vape to the highest temperature and run it through a few cycles
Then soak your mouthpiece, stem caps, and any removable piece in your cleaning solution for 30 minutes 
Finish off by drying off each piece and reassembling. Now, it’s ready to be used.

TIP:  We recommend you brush out the heating chamber after each use for optimal performance

THE ARIZER AIR 2 HAS REMOVABLE BATTERIES

The Arizer Air 2 offers users the option to remove the battery which is convenient when the vapes battery 
runs out of lifecharge, and this option also future proofs your device. To check your battery's charge level, the 
Arizer Air II Battery with Charge Tester is an optional accessory that’ll help you avoid interrupted sessions 
while you’re on the go.
With the Arizer Air II you’re able to swap out the batteries so you can keep vaping, but it’s the pass-through 
charging capabilities that gives it that edge. You can go from a completely dead battery to vaping gain within 
5-10 minutes after you start charging the vaporizer via USB.
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ISOLATED AIRPATH AND IMPROVED AIRFLOW

The Arizer Air 2 Vaporizer is designed with an isolated airpath so the vapor never comes in 
contact with the electronics housed inside the unit itself, enhancing the purity of your herb's 
vapor. The provided glass stem is made with medical-grade borosilicate glass and extends the 
vapor pathway, which cools down hits and preserves their essential flavors and aromas.
With a combination of glass, ceramic, and stainless steel making up the vapor path there are no 
“off flavors” or sections that won’t clean properly or change the taste of your herb from lingering 
build up. The more powerful heating element paired with recessed heating jets opens up airflow 
and lowers the draw resistance.

THE ARIZER AIR 2 FEATURES HYBRID HEATING

A large majority of portable vaporizers offer either conduction OR convection heating, leaving 
you to weigh the pros and cons of each and hoping you made the right decision. Vaporizers that 
use the convection method are great for dry herbs, as this style of heating won’t combust the 
material. A convection unit evenly heats each mouthful of vapor as you pull, which helps each 
hits flavor and potency.

The Arizer Air II combines these heating styles and uses the best qualities of each one. The glass 
stem heats up at the bottom of the Air II, delivering heat through the oven consistently, while the 
warm air moving through your herb reaches every area inside the chamber, eliminating the need 
for stirring. Arizer boosted the ceramic heating element on the Air 2 which loosens the 
bottleneck and lets you easily deep draw tasty clouds or take slow, flavor rich sips.  
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Canatura - Online store with the best
hemp products for your health
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